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PRESIDENT’S WORDS
Note from the President:
Greetings and welcome back to the start of a new year
2007 has been a busy one with lots of activities and accomplishments.
Congratulations are in order to Doug VE3FFR for co-ordinating the Sky’s the Limit as well as the Fleamarket
this month. Both events went smoothly and were well supported by the membership.
Chip and Marilyn put on a great spread for the annual summer picnic – for members who missed this great
afternoon – you sure missed a great time. (Ensure that you mark your calendar for 2008 – exact date/time TBA)
A full slate of activities are being worked on as this issue of the Newsletter goes to press that include:
VE3KAR repeater relocation – details as they become available.
Monthly Sunday brunch – starts in October – Roy is co-ordinating the first one, details to follow.
Weekly nets – both the ARES group and KARC are receiving substantial check-ins – Take a few minutes on
Wednesday night to check in and support Amateur Radio in our community.
Heard in passing:
RF will begin to flow shortly from the antenna farm at the QTH of VA3ECB.
VE3HST is becoming the local Satellite Guru
ECHO Link could soon be returning to the air in Kingston
Vic, Dan, and a couple of others are nearly ready to write their exams.
I am looking forward to a great year for the KARC and I encourage you to support your executive and
committees in their efforts.
Les, VE3KFS

sssssssssssss
From the Editor:
Again, thanks to the VERY faithful, I’m beginning to get articles to make your newsletter an
interesting read each month. Without the articles and notes of interest I’m afraid the newsletters
would be pretty dull and dry. So please keep sending them. Only you know what is of interest to
your fellow club members and they will be used at one time or another. I can use pictures as
well – they tell a story that could take a thousand words in an article.
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Every TUESDAY at 7:30 p.m. K.A.R.C. Net VE3KBR
SCHEDULE OF NET CONTROL STATIONS:

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

Oct 2 VE3CAK
Oct 9 VE3MUD
Oct 16 VE3CLQ
Oct 23 VE3JPW
Oct 30 VE3VJF

Nov 6 VE3NFU
Nov 13 VE3CAK
Nov 20 VE3MUD
Nov 27 VE3CLQ

We could use a few more volunteers to man the Net Control. At least three more stations would help lighten the
load. Please consider sitting in.
Thanks, Bill, VE3CLQ.
If there are any conflicts in the schedule please contact Bill at ve3clq@rac.ca and we'll juggle a few things.

The net script has been posted on the Website
__________________________
Every Saturday - Breakfast at Smitty’s. Starts at 8:00 a.m. but come early, chat and mingle.
The Third MONDAY, of every month, at 7:00 p.m.is
the A.R.E.S. REGULAR MONTHLY MEETING at the
Woodbine Firehall, second floor.
There is a now a repeater, VA3FOY 147.285(+) at
Bancroft. Licensee is Doug Peckhover

KARC Web page designed and maintained by:
VA3KGB, Chip
http://www.ve3kbr.com/
Publication Schedule of the KARC Newsletter will be October 31, 2007
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KINGSTON AMATEUR RADIO CLUB

OCTOBER SUNDAY BRUNCH
at

Ramekin’s
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 28, 2007
12:15 P.M.

* If you plan to attend, please contact Roy, ve3vjf@rac.ca by Wednesday, October 23, 2007.
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ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL CLUB FUNCTION:
Kingston Amateur Radio Club Flea Market, September 2007
Doug, VE3FFR
Saturday morning started out cool and damp, and stayed that way. The doors hadn’t even been unlocked, and
there were vendors already waiting.
All but 2 tables were sold: 1 was a no show, and the other had cancelled. Kudos for VE3HGO Eldon, for taking
a broken table, a trash can and a pallet and turning into a small money maker.
I would like to thank all who helped out moving, setting up and tearing down the tables. Also, those who helped
out during the event with working the doors and floor and lending a hand to vendors when needed. Names and
call signs will be listed. And a special thanks to VE3KC Steve, for manning the Talk-in radio as well as being
the Master of Ceremonies. It probably brought back memories of working at CFRC. And to VA3TRM Terry for
booking the hall and arranging for the tables. A special note to Kristine, VE3RPF’s wife for doing a fine job of
mopping the floor.
Many thanks to: VA3GST John, VA3OL Bill, VA3KDM Kerr, VA3KGB Chip and Marilyn, VE3KFS Les,
VE3HST Phil, VE3GHK George, VE3SIQ George, VE3XCT Ron, VE3CLQ Bill.
Recommendations for next year:
1. Bay 9, across the parking lot where we get the tables, also has large coffee pots. Suggest we run a small
canteen. (coffee, donuts and maybe some soft drinks)
2. Confirm number of tables at Bay 9, and if there are not enough, seek other sources such as C.M.T.T.
3. Vendors receive a door prize ticket when purchasing their table/s. One ticket per vendor.
KARC 2007 FLEAMARKET RAFFLE PRIZE WINNERS:
VA3GST, John: book - Understanding Basic Electronics from Durham Radio
VA3ORP, Dave: Icom notebook case from Eric VE3EI Icom Canada
VA3TRM, Terry: Dinner for two from the Holiday Inn, $50 gift certificate from the Lone Star and 50/50 draw
of $15.50 which he donated to the Club
VA3ZE, Tom: 80-meter dipole from MacFarlane Electronics
VE3CAK, John: 1-1 balun from Maple leaf Communications
VE3GUX, Gerry: Icom toolkit from Eric, VE3EI Icom Canada
VE3KDM, Kerr: Book - Passport to World band Radio from Durham Radio
VE3QN, Brian - coax seal from Maple leaf Communications
VE3QWC, Pierre: $100 gift certificate from Durham Radio
VE3TKP, Dave: 100-piece hammer drill set from Rona
VE3XDJ, Dick: Icom mug from Eric, VE3EI Icom Canada and dinner for two at Curry Original
Congratulations to all who won.
For pictures of the Fleamarket see the KARC Web Site:

http://www.ve3kbr.com/photo_albums/hamfest_2007_album.htm
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OF INTEREST

ESTATE SALE
HOWIE CROWELL, VE3NWB
YAESU FT-902DM HF TRANSCEIVER IN MINT CONDITION
COVERS FROM 160 TO 10 METERS $250 .00
MFJ ANTENNA TUNER MODEL MFJ-962 1.5 KW $125.00
MOSLEY TA33JR TRI BEAM 20-15-10 METERS $125.00
HYGAIN MODEL 45II ANTENNA ROTOR $125.00
CONTACT VA3ZE TOM
Ve3udo@sympatico.ca
PHONE 613 542 7442
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(This is a reproduction of Phil’s, VE3HST, presentation at the September Club meeting.

Satellite Dishes and Receivers of Interest to Hams
Phil

VE3HST

somers_phil@yahoo.ca

Recently I acquired three satellite dishes for free, with no specific idea of what I would do with them.
Very shortly thereafter, I became aware that a Dutch language television broadcast called BVN was
available free of charge from a satellite with coverage in Canada. BVN stands for “Het Beste van
Vlaanderen en Nederland”, which means “The Best from Flanders and The Netherlands”, Flanders
being the Dutch speaking part of Belgium. The BVN website (http://www.bvn.nl) provided all the
information needed to receive this broadcast. I wanted to receive BVN to improve my Dutch, and one of
the dishes I had acquired appeared to be suitable for this reception. The frequency is in KU-band, 11.7 –
12.2 Ghz, and requires a solid dish of approximately four feet in diameter. Also required is a low-noise
block converter (LNB), which may already be attached to the dish. RG-6 coax cable takes the signal to a
satellite receiver, which then displays the broadcast on a regular TV or monitor. The receiver, LNB and
coax are not very expensive, and can be acquired new for under $200 total.
BVN is broadcast to Canada on the Galaxy 25 satellite, which is in the geostationary belt almost directly
south of Kingston. This satellite has a mix of free and subscription channels. The free channels are
generally referred to as Free-To-Air or FTA. Because my immediate interest was just the BVN
broadcast, I did not have to move the dish from one satellite to another (which can be done automatically
with a motor drive). But at Ku-band, the beamwidth is very narrow (a few degrees) so it is a bit tricky to
get the dish initially aligned with the satellite. Websites are available that give the required azimuth and
elevation, as well as the polarization angle required to slightly rotate the LNB for maximum signal. An
accurate compass and a protractor are useful in aligning the dish. The receiver and TV provide good
signal strength tools to help with the initial alignment. When a strong signal is received, the final step is to
get the receiver to scan the satellite transmissions in much the same way as you scan cable channels to set
up a new TV. The scan will identify all channels, both vertical and horizontal polarization, and free and
subscription. Then, using a remote control, you can click through the channels and view the free ones.
My other two dishes were a ten-foot C-band, 3.7 – 4.2 Ghz, mesh antenna and an old StarChoice antenna
and receiver. The C-band antenna is not suitable for KU-band because the surface is not accurate enough
and the mesh may be two open for the very short wavelengths. StarChoice and Bell Expressview operate
at KU-band but they use circular polarization and encryption making them unsuitable for FTA, and the
dishes are quite small. A four-foot dish is preferred, and even then, trees or rain can significantly or
completely attenuate the FTA signals.
If anyone is interested, I would like to do some experimenting with the ten foot dish on the portion of Cband allocated to amateur radio. Point-to-point high speed communications should be possible with very
high antenna gains, albeit with very narrow beamwidths, and requiring line-of-sight visibility.
Below is a short summary of some general information I found regarding FTA and satellite reception.
The websites are especially useful.
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Free-To-Air (FTA) Satellite Dishes and Receivers
Ku-band:

11.7 – 12.2 GHz. Examples: FTA, StarChoice, Bell ExpressView
2 – 4 ft dish antenna (parabola), solid. Circular or oval.

C-band:

3.7 – 4.2 GHz. Older 10 foot mesh dish antennas.

Equipment: Dish + LNB + coax + satellite receiver + TV
LNB:

Low noise block converter.
Input: 11.7 – 12.2 GHz
Output: 950 – 1450 MHz to receiver
Something similar on C-band.

LNB Polarization:

Vertical, horizontal, or both (FTA)
Left circular or right circular, or both (StarChoice, etc)
Polarization used for frequency re-use (double).
Power via coax:
10-15 V for vertical polarization
16-20 V for horizontal polarization
Automatic from receiver

Websites:
http://www.ultimatecharger.com/dish.html
http://www.lyngsat.com/
http://www.lyngsat.com/galaxy25.html
http://www.lyngsat.com/freetv/United-States.html
http://www.sadoun.com/Sat/Installation/Satellite-Heading-Calculator.htm
http://www.skyhighelectronics.com
http://www.kingstoncomputerplanet.com
http://www.xtek.ca/
Dish antennas:
Receivers:
LNBs:
Coax: RG-6
Receivers:

free???
$105 - $232
$11 - $22

Viewsat, SonicView, Coolsat, Captiveworks CNX, Captain, Skyview
Receiver + remote control: Similar to cable TV channels.

Free TV examples: ABC News, US Armed Forces Network, CNN, NBC, CNBC, Disney, NASA, PBS,
Pentagon, VOA, Wine Network, Foreign language, religious, shopping

(If you are interested, I have loaded a video on YouTube giving a short review of the FT-450. You can see it
here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lV80zkQVaqk………Robert, VE3RPF)
Kingston Amateur Radio Club
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Four-foot dish

LNB

Coolsat 6000 Receiver
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Improvised Antenna
John William Leahy, VE1ZZ, RR #2, HEAD OF JEDDORE
Courtesy of Jeff, K1ZM
and
Terry, VA3TRM
This past summer I needed to take my wife over to Halifax airport and after dropping her off around 11AM I
made my way about an hour Southeast over to the Head of Jeddore which is on the SE coast of Nova Scotia.
I had made arrangements with Jack, VE1ZZ - and he was pleased that I was finally going to return the visit he
had made to my place in August of 2002. It wasn't a bad trip out there at all - part of the time I was on a coastal
road which meandered in and out of bays, hills and forests.
When I reached his homesite I honestly must say that I was thinking, "Well, how in blazes does Jack poke out
such a signal from this place?" At the time, all I had seen was about 65 feet of road frontage with an old
farmhouse right at the roadside - and I could not see much at all in the way of antennas for ANY band!
Boy, was I mistaken.......!!
After saying hello to Jack's wife, Opal, Jack led me outside for a tour of the antenna field. This was quite an
experience as Jack's antenna farm is about a half MILE deep and it is built into a rising hillside that just keeps
going UP, UP & UP. It seemed we walked forever passing his 6m yagi on a small TV tower, then his 80M 4
square array and finally near the top of the hill, his modified 4 square for 160M.
We used to have a fellow near my home here in NY, W2YV Dave Horbachuk, who used to refer to his station
as the "$1.98 contest station". Dave gave it this name because nearly all of it was made from spare parts and
discarded stuff others had parted with. I was reminded of the W2YV station immediately and I would have to
call Jack's place the "$0.50 cent lowband station" because what that man has done with spare parts is nothing
short of mind-boggling.
As we walked around his place on the outside, here are a few things I remember:
1) A beverage COMMON tie point with about 17 pieces of hardline coming into a remote relay box - with a
large empty SPRITE soda bottle covering the important parts of the thing - that's all the weatherproofing there
was...
2) His 80M 4 square was interesting as well. It was made out of old Rohn 6 TV type tower and polypropylene
guys - yet it looked solid enough. As I recall the radiators were full-sized for 3.5Mhz.
3) His 160M 4 square was not full sized - and was more like a 4 square that used 70 foot TV towers for MOST
of the radiators - with the remaining parts of each radiator being #10 wire - so this antenna was really an
inverted L array on a four square footprint - and switched with a hybrid like a classic 4 square. As I recall, Jack
had built his own hybrid. I noted that many of his ground radials were made of 1" HARDLINE - several
hundred at least were old junker pieces of the stuff that Jack had acquired from a JUNKYARD for nothing.
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4) His base insulators were novel indeed. Under each Rohn 6 TV tower was an old tire wheel lying flat on the
ground. On top of the tire was a flat piece of porcelain - and the TV tower just sat atop the porcelain! Not
elegant - but it works - as most of us know who have heard Jack's topband signal.
5) The PIECE DE RESISTANCE was Jack's 137Khz xmit antenna. This antenna started at his house and went
up almost the entire length of his property - which means about a half mile of #10 wire (or better) to some
spruce trees at the very top of his hill. About 1/2 way up there was a little shed - and inside was the BIGGEST
loading coil I have ever seen. It was about 8 feet in diameter and the vertical supports for the wire were made
of 4" PVC tubing standing vertically about 5 feet in height. I'd say there was about 1000 feet of #10 wire
wrapped around these PVC supports - which was necessary to make the thing hit
137Khz.
Jack explained that he was having trouble forcing current into the antenna - so his solution was to put on rubber
gloves and tape up a BIG alligator clip. He then had his XYL key the rig on 137Khz and he kept fishing up and
down the coil with the alligator clip and a DC ammeter until he found a tap point that was putting the RF into
the antenna. Neat solution again, I thought....
It is probably not too well known, but Jack was the first NA station to work into Europe on 137Khz - at least I
think this is true - he had a certificate for the QSO with some G station I cannot remember. Jack said he had to
use computer recognition to copy the incoming CW - he said it was very slow speed CW and he could not hear
it but he could SEE it on the computer....impressive I thought.
6) I should mention that I saw beverages EVERYWHERE - most of them 1000 feet or better. At least 20 of
them I think in all.....
7) Inside the shack was a very modest layout of home-made stuff - homebrew amps for the HF bands and one
also for 6m - and a TS830s for his main radio. I think I saw a second radio as well - I think it was a little ICOM
radio - but Jack said he used the TS830s mainly for 160M work.
His operating table was quite compact with room only for a paddle situated parallel with the front of the table.
Interestingly enough, Jack is a LEFTIE and while this would have been too tight for me to work with, it seemed
to suit him just fine.
8) After the inside tour, Jack took me through some outbuildings - I'd say there were about 6 rooms I viewed.
Each of these was filled with one principal kind of device.
EG: One room must have had over a 100 vacuum variables in it of all shapes, working voltages and sizes.
Another room was filled with EIMAC tubes - all the way from 4-400's to 4-1000A's. Another room had small
parts. Another room had older tube type radios he had used years earlier. And on it went.....
9) One of the most interesting things I learned while there was during a discussion with Opal, Jack's wife. I
don't know how we got onto this topic, but I asked her how she felt about Jack and his radio hobby (since he
LIVES on the radio). Her reply to me was unique and a pleasure to hear. She said, "Jeff, ever since I met Jack I
knew this was what he loved to do - I'd be a fool to try to change that!"
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(I've met a few wives of some BIG contest stations over the years who could learn a few things from OPAL!!!!
This is probably one of the BIGGEST factors that has allowed jack to be so successful for so long on Topband.)
I'll close with this final observation - When I arrived there, I said "How the HELL can Jack be so loud from this
place?"
After seeing it all, especially the views from the TOP of the hill almost a mile behind his small farmhouse by
the road, I knew the answer. It is a fine QTH overall, with a superb shot to the SOUTH out over the ocean and
the head of Jeddore. Plus, Jack is as close to Europe as you are gonna get in NA - except perhaps for VO1.
It was a great visit with one of the arcons of 160M. I hope to get back there one day for a return visit.
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KINGSTON AMATEUR RADIO CLUB FLEA MARKET
Financial Summery
INCOME
VENDOR TABLES
KARC TABLE
50/50 DRAW
DOOR + DOOR PRIZE TICKETS + DONATION
TOTAL INCOME

$
$
$
$

310.00
48.50
13.50
480.13

$ 852.13

EXPENSES
DONUTS
NET INCOME DEPOSITED SEPT 17, 2007

$

28.75

$ 823.38

NOTE: Not covered in this summery were other donations in the form of
donuts and possibly other items. This summery is only of the
actual monies reported at the end of the sale.
The executive wishes to thank those who donated time and effort
to make the Flea Market a success. It was a great get together.
George Kennedy --- VE3GHK --- Treasurer
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Kingston Amateur Radio Club Inc.
As of September 18, 2007
For the period – August 1, 2007 to September 18, 2007

Balance at August 1, 2007
Income

Expenses

$4014.94

MEMBERSHIP
50/50 DRAW
DONATIONS
INCOME FROM FLEA MARKET
(After Expenses to date)
TOTAL INCOME

$
$
$
$

80.00
13.00
90.00
823.38

CHEQUE #24 TO QUINTE ARC

$ 150.00

TOTAL EXPENSES

$ 150.00

$ 823.38

$1006.38

Balance at September 18, 2007

$ 150.00
$4871.32

FINANCIAL ASSETS
KCCU ACCOUNT
DIVIDEND SAVINGS
KCCU SHARES

TOTAL CLUB ASSETS

George Kennedy, Treasurer, KARC
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$4871.32
$ 17.97
$ 150.00

$5039.29
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KINGSTON AMATEUR RADIO CLUB AGENDA
Wednesday, October 3rd, 2007
At Smitty’s Restaurant, back room
7:00 p.m.
1. Introduction of members
2. Additions and/or deletions
3. Minutes of Monthly Meeting: Errors/Omissions
4. Treasurer's Report
5. Old Business
6. 50/50 Draw
7. New Business
8. Reports:
a) RAC
b) Net Manager - VE3KFS
c) KARC Newsletter
d) Web page - VA3KGB
e) KARC Fleamarket
f) Any other reports
9. Adjournment
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE KINGSTON AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
HELD on SEPTEMBER 5th, 2007
At SMITTY'S RESTAURANT, PRINCESS ST.

The meeting opened at 7:00 PM by Les, VE3KFS
1. All members were introduced
2. MINUTES: Moved by Doug, VE3FFR, that the minutes of the June meeting be accepted, seconded by Tom,
VE3UDO......carried
3. TREASURER’S REPORT: Presented by George, VE3GHK. George explained that the stale dated cheque
was for the aborted combined dinner with the Belleville Club. Moved by George, VE3GHK that the treasurer’s
report be accepted. Seconded by Chip, VA3KGB.... carried
4. OLD BUSINESS
The IRLP battery needed replacement and was replaced at a cost of $25.00. Les, VE3KFS moved that
the expenditure be approved; seconded by Doug, VE3FFR. Carried.
5. PRESENTATION: Phil, VE3HST gave a presentation on ‘free’ satellite TV; how to capture the signal and
what equipment is needed.
6. 50/50 Draw won by Vic, a new member – call yet to be obtained. - $13.00
7: NEW BUSINESS
Roy, VE3VJF will investigate possible Sunday lunches to start in mid October.
8: REPORTS:
a) Flea Market: Doug reported that there have been 44 tables spoken for and 4 commercial vendors.
Setup will be on Friday at noon hour. Doors open for vendors at 7 am and will open to the public at 9 am.
b) RAC: Nil report
c) NET MANAGER: If there doesn’t seem to be a net controller please step in and run the net. If you
would like to use the ‘Net Script’ it is available on the VE3KBR website. The net controller’s schedule is on the
web.
d) IRLP: No report
Kingston Amateur Radio Club
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e) KARC NEWSLETTER: Keep the articles and information coming in to Joan.
f) WebPages: Chip is always looking for errors, dead links, articles (after Joan has had a chance to
publish them) and photos.
g) Repeater Committee: The 09 machine is going to a new home near Sharbot Lake. It will be tied into
the Lanark network system. A PL tone of 151.4 will be used on this machine. The cavities are being donated to
the club; including the tune-up that is required! The repeater will be on a hill and the antenna will be at the 250foot level.
h) MFJ Antenna analyzer: The unit is at MFJ in the US being repaired ‘out of warranty’.
9. ADJOURNMENT {7:40 p.m.}: Moved by Roy, VE3VJF, seconded by Doug, VE3FFR, carried.

Bill Rumball, VA3OL
Secretary KARC
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